Social robots in rehabilitation: A question of trust
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Social robots can help meet the growing need for rehabilitation assistance; measures for creating and maintaining trust in human-robot interactions should be priorities when designing social robots for rehabilitation.

The need for effective, scalable rehabilitation strategies is projected to grow substantially in the coming decades, with increased patient survival after diseases with severe functional deficits, such as stroke. Socially assistive robots (SARs) use voices, gestures, or other humanlike behaviors for social interaction or functional assistance (Fig. 1) (1). Developing SARs to assist in rehabilitation is an important emerging research area of medical technology.

In rehabilitation, SARs engage with persons from an especially vulnerable population. Patients depend on reliable and effective relationships with their therapists. They are often older and multimorbid and suffer from psychological distress because of their disability (2). Complex injuries—which may entail motor, cognitive, speech, and language impairments—call for a comprehensive interaction design that addresses these aspects. Although deployment of SARs may support rehabilitation in a pioneering way, it raises important ethical and societal questions.

We argue that trust is a central condition for successful interactions between patients and SARs in a rehabilitation context (3). We propose that safety, shared intentionality, predictability of behavior, and mutual attunement are particularly salient prerequisites for establishing trust between humans and SARs. Whereas, in philosophy, a basis for a trusting relationship is the ability to infer another’s internal state from behavior, in medicine, acknowledging the patients’ vulnerabilities is key. In engineering, enabling robots that capture, interpret, and predict human movements is a way to enhance trust.

(1) Safety of human-robot interaction. The patient must be confident that the SAR performs movements that promote and support therapy and does no harm (4). In stroke rehabilitation, repetition is key, but repeating incorrect movements can be detrimental to the process. In industry, engineers aim to design robots with maximum predictability of the system’s behavior. Such rigidity might be less appropriate for close human-robot interaction in medicine, because patients might quickly lose interest in working with the robot. However, building more “intelligence,” or autonomy, into medical robots might diminish their predictability and, consequently, patient safety. A safe SAR is certainly a condition sine qua non, but it may not suffice. The challenge is to design SARs that satisfy accepted safety requirements yet are enticing and motivational for humans to interact with.

(2) Shared intentionality and predictability of actions. For SARs to be accepted as partners during rehabilitation, patients should be able to recognize and predict the SAR’s intentions and respective gestures (5) and facial expressions. Approaches combining philosophy and cognitive science—particularly the 4E framework of embodied, embedded, extended, and enactive cognition (6)—could help to analyze emerging types of human–robot interactions (7). Studies in developmental psychology suggest that sharing intentionality is the basis for successful interactions (8). Although robots do not have their own intentions, it is useful to apply theories on joint agency and shared intentions to robotics, because the trust in these devices may increase if patients feel that the SAR shares their goals and intentions. Patients with cognitive impairment, however, may experience difficulty understanding the intentions of the robot, and thus an adaptive design should be able to adjust to different levels of cognitive ability. Designing SAR as a trustworthy partner also touches the issues of intersubjectivity and relational agency, and deceit of the patient (e.g., the “Wizard of Oz” approach, where, unbeknown to participants, another person is operating the robot remotely) should be considered only when the benefits outweigh the risk of breaking the trust that the human has developed in the robot.

(3) Mutual attunement between SAR and human. SARs in rehabilitation often take the form of exercise coaches (1). Because performance by patients varies considerably (due to, e.g., fatigue or reduced motivation), the degree to which the robot attunes to the emotional, psychological, and physical condition of the patient influences the success of the interaction. SARs offer the potential for verbal communication with the patient during exercise. However, patients often suffer from some speech impairment after stroke. This can compromise the ability of the robot to understand the patient’s verbal communication. Such problems may frustrate the patient and diminish trust in the robotic partner. Similarly, the degree to which the patient can attune to the robot’s range of behaviors, its variability in performance (including errors), and its human likeness will also determine the success of robot-assisted therapy.

The patient’s personal history (e.g., technology acceptance) will also likely affect the degree of trust he or she feels vis-à-vis the robot (9) as well as the functional role he or she assigns to the robot (e.g., partner, tool, coach). In Fogg’s “functional triad” (10), for technology to be persuasive, humans need to recognize it not only as a tool but also as a medium and a social actor.

Considering these prerequisites for trusting human–robot relationships, along with a comprehensive study of users’ preferences (in terms of proxemics, kinematics, etc.) regarding the robot’s behavior and degrees of autonomy, could make SARs more effective for rehabilitation. However, it is an open empirical question whether adaptive SARs perform better in augmenting rehabilitation treatments than robotic orthoses for supporting movements, when combined with gamified simulations. With the increasing use of SARs in medicine, the question of trust may extend from...
the individual patient interacting with a robot to the health care system at large. In our opinion, SARs should not replace human physical therapists but rather augment the range of therapeutic options. SARs may be better suited for certain tasks (e.g., performing repetitive operations without fatiguing or becoming impatient), but the depth of the interpersonal interaction and the knowledge that humans bring to the therapy are invaluable. Thus, implemented alongside a therapist, SARs may open up richer opportunities for exercises in rehabilitation.

It is crucial that research on the integration of SARs in rehabilitation encompasses a user-centered interdisciplinary approach that considers the issues raised here and integrates the perspectives of the patient, the health care system, and our society. The successful implementation of SARs in rehabilitation will depend not only on technological improvements but also on the integration of SARs as members in a social environment. Building trust between humans and SARs should lie at the heart of this integration process.
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